MONTPELLIER
Hotels, activities and discovery of the city
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Montpellier and its region

- Ideally located in the center of the Mediterranean Arc between Milan and Barcelona
- 7 UNESCO World Heritage Sites At the heart of the world's leading wine region
- A sunny destination between sea and mountains
- A rich scientific and medical environment
- A precious cultural heritage City center only reserved for pedestrians
Montpellier, a practical destination

By plane
Montpellier Méditerranée International aéroport
About 15 minutes by car to the city center Bus and / or taxi service available in front of the airport

By train
Gare Montpellier Saint Roch
A few minutes walk from the Corum

Public transport
Tramway, bus
Numerous car parks in the city center
Le Corum

- Ideally located
- Close to hotels, shops, restaurants in the city center
- The Corum offers premium facilities for the organization of prestigious events Auditoriums + modular spaces
Activities

For a discovery of the city of Montpellier: https://www.montpellier-tourisme.fr/Preparer-Reserver/Decouvertes

For group visits: https://groupes.montpellier-tourisme.fr/Nos-produits/Nos-visites-guidees

Possibility of benefiting from the 24h, 48h or 72h City Card which allows you to obtain -30% on a guided tour of your choice, a transport pass as well as reductions in many tourist attractions such as museums.
ACTIVITIES RECOMMENDED BY THE TOURIST OFFICE

Possibility of audio guide in several languages

Individual guided tour program from 9€

These visits are priced at 168 € for a group of up to 30 people. For some tours, the price can go up to 188 € / group or 222 € / group.
The essential is a classic tour of the medieval historic center of Montpellier. This visit includes the passage through the courtyard of a private mansion, as well as the climb to the top of the Arc de Triomphe OR the discovery of the Mikvah (ancient Jewish ritual bath located in the basement). Possibility to do this visit at night.
Photo objective and / or Montpellier from secret to anecdotes

Here are two original ways to discover the city:

Objectif photo is a guided tour of the city under the theme of photography. You will be able to rediscover the main buildings and thus be able to leave with beautiful memories pictures.

Montpellier from secrets to anecdotes is a light visit of little stories sometimes funny and sometimes funny about our city.
The University of Medicine is a must-see in the city of Montpellier, known for hosting the oldest medical faculty in the world, still in operation, and its superb conservatory of anatomy.
Bars and restaurants

Several bars and restaurants are available in Montpellier. You will find the atmosphere you want in the heart of the city or a little outdoors.

**Le Marché du lez**: has a relaxed atmosphere and a tavern where you can enjoy tapas and have a drink or just eat in one of the restaurants.

**The city center**: is very pleasant for walking around, stopping at a street corner for a drink or discovering a new restaurant.
MONTPELLIER AND ITS SURROUNDINGS
Nîmes

Nîmes is a city of incredible charm. World famous for its Roman monuments, the city center is very nice. Accessible by motorway or by train, it won't take you long to be able to get there.
La Camargue

Located on the edge of the Mediterranean, the Camargue is a French region known for its flamingos, horses and bulls. Discover this beautiful region for a day, traveling from village to village by car.
Carcassonne

Known for its medieval city Carcassonne will appeal to more than one by its beauty. Accessible by car or train, it will take you about 1h15 to access the city walls.